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Abstract In this paper, we have studied thousands of multiband chorus events in the Earth’s
magnetosphere by utilizing seven-year THEMIS waveform data. There are two types of multiband chorus
events in the magnetosphere: electromagnetic multiband chorus (EM-MBC) event, where two-band structure
is found in both magnetic and electric spectrograms, and quasi-electrostatic multiband chorus (QE-MBC)
event, where two-band structure is only detected in the electric spectrogram. EM-MBC events preferentially
occur at low L-shells on the nightside but at high L-shells on the dayside. In EM-MBC events, lower-band
waves typically have relatively larger magnetic amplitudes (>100 pT) and ﬁnite wave normal angles (10°–30°).
The magnetic amplitudes of upper-band harmonic waves are found to be typically smaller than 30 pT and
peak in the range of <5 pT. QE-MBC events tend to be detected at low L-shells on both dayside and nightside.
They distribute mainly at relatively higher magnetic latitudes (6° to 15°) in the dawn sector. Lower-band
chorus in QE-MBC events are typically highly oblique with very large wave normal angles (>60°), and their
electric amplitudes peak in the range of 5–15 mV/m. For upper-band harmonic waves, their electric
amplitudes mainly concentrate in the range of 0.15–0.5 mV/m. MBC events occupy a large population in
upper-band chorus observed in the magnetosphere, which even contribute nearly half of upper-band chorus
within L < 10RE. Our study not only provides the ﬁrst statistical results of MBC events but also reveals the
signiﬁcant role of the lower band cascade in generating upper-band chorus waves in the magnetosphere.
1. Introduction
Since the ﬁrst report of chorus waves in 1960s (Burtis & Helliwell, 1969), they have long been a hot topic in
magnetospheric physics. Whistler mode chorus wave is the most signiﬁcant natural emission in the Earth’s
magnetosphere to regulate electron dynamics in the Van Allen radiation belt. They can not only reﬁll the
radiation belt by accelerating energetic electrons to relativistic energies (Reeves et al., 2013; Thorne et al.,
2013; Xiao et al., 2014) but also cause the diffuse aurora through scattering low-energy electrons into the
atmosphere (Ni et al., 2011; Thorne et al., 2010). Based on the linear theory and satellite observations, the
major source region of chorus waves is considered to be very near the magnetic equator (Cully et al., 2011;
Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Santolík et al., 2005). In the magnetosphere, chorus waves usually appear as either
discrete rising/falling tones or hiss-like emissions in the dynamic spectrogram (Gao et al., 2014; Li et al., 2012).
Chorus waves are typically observed to be quasi-parallel with very small wave normal angles (WNAs), but
there is also a signiﬁcant population of oblique waves with large WNs (Li et al., 2013). Moreover, they are typically divided into two bands by a power gap around 0.5fce (where fce is the equatorial electron gyrofrequency;
Burtis & Helliwell, 1969): lower band (0.1–0.5 fce) and upper band (0.5–0.8 fce).
The remarkable two-band spectral structure of chorus waves has remained a big challenge since past several
decades. Although lower-band chorus waves have been commonly believed to be excited by anisotropic hot
electrons in both linear and nonlinear ways (Gao et al., 2014; Gary et al., 2000; Ke et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2004,
2010; Omura et al., 2008), the generation mechanism of upper-band chorus waves is still under debate. The
more direct idea is that upper-band whistler mode waves can be either linearly or nonlinearly generated by
anisotropic warm (approximately hundreds of eV) electrons just like lower-band waves (Fu et al., 2014; Omura
et al., 2009), but this will require an unrealistic temperature anisotropy of thermal electrons in the magnetosphere (Fu et al., 2014). Recently, Gao et al. (2016) reported two special chorus events, named as multiband
chorus, where upper-band waves are just harmonics of lower-band waves. Then, they proposed a new
mechanism to explain this multiband chorus wave, named as lower band cascade, and further suggested
that this could be a potential generation mechanism of upper-band chorus waves. In this scenario, the
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upper-band harmonic waves are generated through the nonlinear coupling between the electromagnetic
and electrostatic components of lower-band chorus waves. With a 1-D PIC simulation model, Gao et al.
(2017) and Chen et al. (2017) have successfully reproduced multiband chorus waves, and further conﬁrmed
this lower band cascade mechanism. Through theoretical analysis, Gao et al. (2018) have also obtained the
explicit nonlinear driven force of the lower band cascade and predicted the existence of two types of multiband chorus waves in the magnetosphere: Type I events have two-band structure in both magnetic and electric spectrograms, and Type II events only show two-band structure in the electric spectrogram.
In this paper, we present the ﬁrst statistical results of multiband chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere
by analyzing about seve-year (June 2008 to June 2015) THEMIS waveform data. Based on their spectrograms,
multiband chorus waves have been classiﬁed into two categories: electromagnetic multiband chorus
(EM-MBC) and quasi-electrostatic multiband chorus (QE-MBC). We have studied the global distribution,
amplitude, and WNAs for two types of multiband chorus events and also roughly quantiﬁed their contribution to upper-band chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere. In section 2, we will introduce THEMIS instruments and data set used in this study. The method utilized for classifying multiband chorus events is
described in section 3.1, and their statistical results are presented in section 3.2. In section 4, we summarize
and further discuss our principal results.

2. THEMIS Instruments and Data Sets
The multiband chorus waves analyzed in this paper are captured by three inner THEMIS probes (A, D, and E)
(Angelopoulos, 2008), whose orbit ideally covers the major source region of chorus waves. The THEMIS
probes can simultaneously measure both electric and magnetic ﬁelds with a high sampling frequency
~16 kHz by Electric Field Instrument (Bonnell et al., 2008) and Search-Coil Magnetometer (Roux et al.,
2008). However, only several waveform bursts will be recorded per day. Each waveform data lasts about
6–8 s, and its sampling frequency is adjusted to ~8 kHz. For each waveform data, we will conduct a 256-point
FFT with a 128-point moving window to analyze both magnetic and electric ﬁelds. Therefore, the obtained
dynamic spectrogram will have a time resolution of ~0.016 s. While, the background magnetic ﬁeld is measured by the Fluxgate Magnetometer with a sampling frequency of ~4 Hz (Auster et al., 2008). First, the waveform data are needed to be rotated into the ﬁeld-aligned coordinate system, where z axis is along the
background magnetic ﬁeld, x axis is perpendicular to both azimuthal vector in the solar magnetic coordinate
and z axis, and y axis completes the triad. Then, following the procedure developed by Bortnik et al. (2007),
we can obtain the WNAs by analyzing three-dimensional magnetic ﬁelds. Since only magnetic ﬁelds are used
during this calculation, the obtained WNAs have an inherent 180° ambiguity (Bortnik et al., 2007). So we have
converted all WNAs into values less than 90°. The Poynting vector is calculated by using full magnetic and
electric ﬁelds, which is then utilized to determine the propagating direction of chorus waves by the same
method as described in previous works (Li et al., 2013).

3. Observational Results
3.1. Event Selection
The data set analyzed in this paper is collected from waveform data (scm and efw ﬁles) of three inner THEMIS
probes (A, D, and E), covering the main source region of chorus waves between 4 and 12 RE at all MLT. Since
the orbit of THEMIS spacecraft is designed in the near-equatorial region, all selected events are conﬁned to
low magnetic latitudes, typically less than ±20°. The time range is from June 2008 to June 2015.We have identiﬁed two type of multiband chorus according to their spectrograms. Multiband chorus events show twoband structure in both magnetic and electric spectrograms; we name them as EM-MBC events. While, multiband chorus events are named as QE-MBC events for only exhibiting two-band structure in their electric
spectrograms. Their detailed characteristics are exhibited in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 shows a representative example of EM-MBC events, including (a) electric and (b) magnetic dynamic
spectrograms, (c) magnetic amplitudes, (d) electric amplitudes, (e) frequencies, (f) WNAs, and (g) ﬂags
indicating the direction of Poynting vector (Pﬂag) for lower band (black points), upper band (gray points)
and the second harmonic of lower band (red points), respectively. In Figures 1a, 1b, and 1e, the white or black
dashed line marks the frequency of 0.5fce. At each time, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the peak frequencies with the maximum
magnetic power for both lower (0.1fce < fl < 0.5fce) and upper (0.5fce < fu < fce) bands and also get the
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Figure 1. (a) Electric and (b) magnetic dynamic spectrograms, (c) magnetic amplitudes, (d) electric amplitudes, (e)
frequencies, (f) wave normal angles (WNAs), and (g) ﬂags indicating the direction of Poynting vector (Pﬂag) for lower
band (black points), upper band (gray points), and the second harmonic of lower band (red points), respectively, in an
example of EM-MBC events. In Figures 1a, 1b, and 1e, the white or black dashed line marks the frequency of 0.5fce.

frequency of the second harmonic (fh = 2fl). Then, we calculate the magnetic (or electric) amplitude by
integrating the magnetic (or electric) power over three adjacent bins around each characteristic frequency
(fl, fu, or fh). Meanwhile, we can also obtain the average frequency (fla, fua, or fha), WNA (θla, θua, or θha), and
ﬂag (Pla, Pua, or Pha) weighted by the magnetic power over three adjacent bins around each characteristic
frequency. At each time, the individual ﬂag of each frequency bin is given as either 1 or 1 according to
the propagating direction of the wave mode, where 1 means propagating away from the magnetic
equator, and 1 denotes propagating toward the magnetic equator. However, upper and lower bands
typically have a ﬁnite bandwidth, which means each band comprises of several frequency bins with
different individual ﬂags (1 or 1). To deﬁne the propagating direction of each band, we then calculate
the average ﬂag (i.e., Pla, Pua, or Pha) weighted by the magnetic power over three adjacent bins around
GAO ET AL.
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each characteristic frequency (fl, fu, or fh). Figure 1g shows the weighted
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each time, we only record the data points satisfying the following cri600
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200
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upper band, and the second harmonic, respectively, in one 6- to 8-s
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waveform data, then we record it as a “potential” EM-MBC event, which
will
be further checked by the bicoherence analysis as shown in
Figure 2. The distribution of the bicoherence index. The white star denotes the
peak frequency of the lower band at the middle time of the selected time
Figure 2. In this procedure, we actually ﬁrst pick chorus events simultainterval.
neously having both lower and upper bands, and then identify upperband harmonic waves in those chorus events. As shown in Figure 1,
there is much overlap between the data points for the second harmonic (red) and upper band (gray). But
the number of data points for the second harmonic is usually smaller than those for upper band, which is
mainly due to the strict criteria applied to ﬁnding upper-band harmonic waves in this study.
The dynamic spectrograms in Figures 1a and 1b exhibit very clear banded structure, which is separated
roughly by a power gap at 0.5fce. Unlike events reported by Gao et al. (2016), this EM-MBC event belongs to
hiss-like emissions, indicating that the lower band cascade is a common process of whistler mode waves
regardless of their time-frequency structures. In this event, the magnetic amplitude of the lower band is
mainly larger than 100 pT, and the amplitude ratio between the lower band and its second harmonic is slightly
larger than 1 order (Figure 1c). The lower-band chorus waves are propagating quasi-parallel to the background magnetic ﬁeld, whose WNAs are around ~20° (Figure 1f). Just as expected, both lower band and its
second harmonic are propagating in the same direction, that is, away from the magnetic equator (Figure 1g).
The bicoherence analysis is a useful method to check the phase coupling among three wave modes
(Agapitov et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2016, 2017; van Milligen et al., 1995). The bicoherence index of this EMMBC event is calculated for a time interval of 40 ms, whose middle time is determined by the data point with
the median magnetic amplitude of the second harmonic. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the bicoherence
2

2

index, which is deﬁned as E z ðf 1 ÞE x ðf 2 ÞE x ðf 3 Þ =jE z ðf 1 ÞE x ðf 2 Þj2 E x ðf 3 Þ (where f3 = f1 + f2 and the bracket 〈〉
denotes an average over the 40-ms interval). The peak frequency of the lower band at the middle time has
been marked by a white star. The large bicoherence index shown in Figure 2 means there is a strong coupling
among three wave modes, that is, f3 = f1 + f2. We can clearly ﬁnd that the large bicoherence index occurs in
the region with 1,000 Hz < f3 (i.e., f1 + f2) < 1,500 Hz, which is consistent with the upper band shown in
Figure 1a. For each potential EM-MBC event, if the bicoherence index marked by the white star is larger than
0.1, then we record it as an EM-MBC event.
Figure 3 presents an example of QE-MBC events in the same format as that in Figure 1. The banded structure
can only be observed in the electric spectrogram (Figure 3a), while the magnetic spectrogram only exhibits
lower-band falling tones (Figure 3b). Moreover, the lower-band chorus waves have very large WNAs as shown
in Figure 3f. This provides a direct observational evidence for the theoretical prediction of QE-MBC events in
the Earth’s magnetosphere (Gao et al., 2018). Since the second harmonic is quasi-electrostatic, the criteria for
classifying QE-MBC events are set as follows: for lower band, the magnetic amplitude > 5 pT, and at least 30
data points; for the second harmonic, the magnetic amplitude < 2 pT, the electric amplitude > 0.1 mV/m,
fha > 0.5fce, and at least 10 data points. Then, we have further checked the bicoherence index for the selected
QE-MBC events as above. Finally, we have selected 1454 EM-MBC events and 732 QE-MBC events from 28,353
waveform data. Note that all multiband chorus events have also been visually checked to remove the
anonymous noise.
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Figure 3. An example of QE-MBC events presented in the same format as that in Figure 1.

3.2. Statistical Results of Multiband Chorus
The global distribution in (a) L-MLT and (b)|MLAT|-MLT domains for total waveform data regardless of the presence of chorus waves is given in Figure 4. The color bars denote the number of samples. The waveform data
collected from the past seven years provide fairly good coverage in L-MLT domain, but they are preferentially
recorded at larger L-shells and on the dayside (Figure 4a). Since the orbit of THEMIS spacecraft is designed
near the equatorial region, the majority of waveform data are conﬁned to low MLAT, typically less than 20°
(Figure 4b). To reduce the inﬂuence aroused by the inhomogeneous distribution of waveform data, we will
show the occurrence rate instead of event number for both EM-MBC and QE-MBC events. In each bin, the
occurrence rate is given by the ratio between the event number for each category and the number of waveform data in the same bin.
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Figure 4. The global distribution in (a) L-MLT and (b) |MLAT|-MLT domains for total waveform data regardless of the presence of chorus waves. The bin size is 1 L × 1 h MLT.

Figure 5 gives the occurrence rate of EM-MBC events in (a) L-MLT and (b) |MLAT|-MLT domains. Overall, the
multiband chorus event is a very common phenomenon related to whistler waves, which can be widely
observed in the Earth’s magnetosphere. In Figure 5a, we further ﬁnd the EM-MBC event preferentially occurs
at low L-shells on the nightside, while the high occurrence rate on the dayside tends to be at high L-shells. As
expected, the EM-MBC events have a high occurrence rate at low magnetic latitude (|MLAT| < 6°) as shown in
Figure 5b, which is commonly believed to be the major source region of lower-band chorus waves (Gao et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2012). More interesting is that there is also a signiﬁcant population of EM-MBC events detected
at high magnetic latitude (|MLAT| > 15°). With the same format, the global distribution of occurrence rate for
QE-MBC events is illustrated in Figure 6. The distribution of QE-MBC events is quite different from that of EMMBC events. On the one hand, QE-MBC events are preferentially detected at low L-shells on both dayside and
nightside (Figure 6a). On the other hand, the high occurrence rate of QE-MBC events is distributed mainly at
relatively higher magnetic latitude (6° to 15°) in the dawn sector.
The statistical properties of selected multiband chorus events are also studied. For each multiband chorus
event, the magnetic (or electric) amplitude of the second harmonic is given by the root mean square of all
recorded amplitudes for the second harmonic. While, the WNA of the second harmonic is deﬁned as the
amplitude-weighted average WNA of all recorded points for the second harmonic. However, for the lower
band, the calculation of its amplitude and WNA only involves those data points accompanied by the second
harmonic. Therefore, we can further ﬁnd out the condition for the upper-band harmonic chorus waves to be
excited from lower-band waves through the lower band cascade in the Earth’s magnetosphere. Figure 7 presents the occurrence rates of (a) magnetic amplitudes of the second harmonic, (b) WNAs of the lower band,
and (c) magnetic amplitudes of the lower band for EM-MBC events. Here the occurrence rate is given by the
ratio between the event number in one category and the total number of EM-MBC events. In Figure 7a, the
magnetic amplitudes of upper-band harmonic waves are found to be typically smaller than 30 pT and to peak
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in the range of <5 pT. While, there are also some events having very large magnetic amplitudes (>50 pT).
According to the previous statistical study by Li et al. (2011), lower-band chorus waves typically have very
small WNAs in low-latitude regions, approximately peaking in the range of <10°. However, it is clearly shown
that the lower-band waves with WNAs smaller than 10° are difﬁcult to drive upper-band harmonic waves
(Figure 7b) mainly due to their too weak electrostatic components in the parallel direction. Since the
upper-band harmonic wave excited through the lower band cascade have the same WNA as the lower-band
wave, then Figure 7b also tells that upper-band harmonic waves tend to have relatively larger WNAs (>10°),
and their WNAs mainly concentrate in the range of 10°–30°. According to Figure 7c, it requires the magnetic
amplitude of lower-band chorus waves roughly larger than 100 pT to excite upper-band harmonic waves
through the lower band cascade.
The distributions of (a) electric amplitudes of the second harmonic, (b) WNAs of the lower band, and (c)
electric amplitudes of the lower band for QE-MBC events are shown in Figure 8. For QE-MBC events, the magnetic amplitudes of upper-band harmonic waves are usually too weak to be detectable, but they have significant electric amplitudes mainly concentrating in the range of 0.15–0.5 mV/m (Figure 8a). Most remarkable,
the lower-band chorus waves in QE-MBC events are typically highly oblique with very large WNAs (>60°)
as displayed in Figure 8b. Similarly, the electric amplitudes of lower-band waves are also required to be sufﬁciently large, which peak in the range of 5–15 mV/m (Figure 8c).
The contribution of multiband chorus events to upper-band chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere is
illustrated in Figure 9, showing the occurrence rates of UB events (upper-band chorus events excluded multiband chorus; red), EM-MBC events (blue), and QE-MBC events (yellow) in different L ranges. Here for each UB
event, there are at least 20 data points for the upper band but less than 10 data points for the second harmonic. In other words, UB events shown in Figure 9 include chorus events only having upper band and two-band
chorus events without containing upper-band harmonic waves. The number of UB events is 3173. The occurrence rate is deﬁned as the ratio between the event number of each category and the event number of waveform data in the same L range. The value on the top of each bar denotes the percentage for each wave

Figure 7. The occurrence rates of (a) magnetic amplitudes of the second harmonic, (b) wave normal angles of the lower
band, and (c) magnetic amplitudes of the lower band for EM-MBC events.
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Figure 8. The occurrence rates of (a) magnetic amplitudes of the second harmonic, (b) wave normal angles of the lower
band, and (c) magnetic amplitudes of the lower band for QE-MBC events.

category in one L range, which is given by the ratio between the event number of one category and the total
event number in the same L range. In Figure 9, we can easily ﬁnd that both UB and EM-MBC events have a
similar trend, which are preferentially observed at relatively larger L-shells (>7 RE). While, for QE-MBC events,
their occurrence rate tends to decrease with the L-shell, which is consistent with their global distribution presented in Figure 6a. Most important of all, multiband chorus events (EM-MBC and QE-MBC events) occupy a
very large population in upper-band chorus events observed in the magnetosphere. In particular, multiband
chorus events can even contribute nearly half of upper-band chorus waves within L < 10 RE.

4. Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have analyzed thousands of multiband chorus events (both EM-MBC and QE-MBC events) in
the Earth’s magnetosphere collected from the seven-year waveform data of three inner THEMIS probes. This
comprehensive study provides the ﬁrst statistical results of multiband chorus events and reveals their significant contribution to upper-band chorus waves in the magnetosphere. The principal results are summarized
as follows:

Occurrence[%]

1. EM-MBC events preferentially occur at low L-shells on the nightside but at high L-shells on the dayside.
They have a high occurrence rate at low magnetic latitude (|MLAT| < 6°). The magnetic amplitudes of
upper-band harmonic waves are found to be typically smaller than
30 pT and peak in the range of <5 pT.
20
UB
2. QE-MBC events tend to be detected at low L-shells on both dayside
EM-MBC
QE-MBC
and nightside. And the high occurrence rate of QE-MBC events is
distributed mainly at the relatively higher magnetic latitude (6° to
15
15°) in the dawn sector. The magnetic amplitudes of upper-band
56%
harmonic waves are usually too weak to be detectable, but they
65%
have signiﬁcant electric amplitudes mainly concentrating in the
51%
range of 0.15–0.5 mV/m.
10
3. To excite EM-MBC events, lower-band chorus waves are required to
have relatively large magnetic amplitudes (≳100 pT) and ﬁnite
WNAs
(10°–30°). While, lower-band chorus waves in QE-MBC events
25%
30%
27%
are
typically
highly oblique with very large WNAs (>60°), and their
22%
19%
5
electric amplitudes are also required to be sufﬁciently large, which
peak in the range of 5–15 mV/m.
4.
The multiband chorus waves are a very common phenomenon
5%
related
to whistler waves, which can be widely observed in the
0
Earth’s
magnetosphere.
They have occupied a very large population
4-7
7-10
>10
in upper-band chorus events observed in the magnetosphere. In
L[RE]
particular, multiband chorus events can even contribute nearly half
Figure 9. The occurrence rates of UB events (upper-band chorus events
of upper-band chorus waves within L < 10 RE.
excluded multiband chorus) (red), EM-MBC events (blue), and QE-MBC events
(yellow) in different L ranges. The value on the top of each bar denotes the
percentage for each wave category in one L range.
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waves are harmonics of lower-band chorus waves. Based on observational analysis and full particle simulations (Chen et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2016, 2017), multiband chorus waves have been well explained by the
lower band cascade, which is also considered as a potential generation mechanism of upper-band chorus
waves. Our statistical results have clearly shown that multiband chorus waves are a very common phenomenon related to whistler waves, which can be widely observed in the Earth’s magnetosphere. Furthermore,
the condition for the lower band cascade can be easily satisﬁed for a large population of lower-band chorus
waves. Therefore, our study reveals that the lower band cascade is a very common and signiﬁcant nonlinear
process in controlling the evolution of whistler waves in the magnetosphere.
Multiband chorus waves have occupied a very large population in upper-band chorus events observed in the
magnetosphere, which can even contribute nearly half of upper-band chorus waves within L < 10 RE.
Moreover, they can account for two primary properties of upper-band chorus waves observed in the
Earth’s magnetosphere. Through the lower band cascade, upper-band harmonic waves are typically generated with magnetic amplitudes 1 to 2 orders smaller than lower-band waves, which can well explain why
upper-band chorus waves are usually observed to be much weaker than lower band waves (Li et al., 2011).
According to previous statistical results (Li et al., 2011), upper-band chorus waves tend to have relatively
larger WNAs (>10°), while lower-band chorus waves have a very signiﬁcant population with very small
WNAs (<10°). This distinct difference between them can be explained by the lower band cascade in some
degree. Based on previous works (Gao et al., 2016, 2018), the lower band cascade will become very weak if
the WNA of the lower-band whistler wave is too small, since the electrostatic component of the lower-band
wave is too weak. In other word, the lower band cascade tends to occur for lower-band chorus with a
relatively larger WNA, which drives upper-band harmonic waves preferentially having a larger WNA. As a
result, there will be a salient drop of occurrence rates for multiband chorus events (or upper-band chorus
events) with WNA smaller than 10°. Therefore, our statistical results further suggest that the lower band
cascade could be one signiﬁcant potential mechanism to generate upper-band chorus (>0.5fce) in the
Earth’s magnetosphere.
It is worth noting that we have applied very strict criteria to picking multiband chorus events to ensure that
the recorded data points for upper-band harmonic are correct. Therefore, not all data points for the second
harmonic can be recorded, and their number is usually smaller than those for upper band in each multiband
chorus event. Kellogg et al. (2010) also reported chorus waves with harmonic spectral structures, which can
also be explained by the steepening mechanism (Yoon et al., 2014). Those chorus waves are typically quasielectrostatic with very large wave amplitudes (>15 mV/m), which just belong to a small category (>15 mV/m
in Figure 8c) of QE-MBC events.
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